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‘Have we taken the ‘Health’ out of ‘Health and Safety’



‘Making Mental Safety easier in the workplace
by having difficult conversations



Barriers & Solutions

• In groups, identify barriers which stop YOU raising the
issue of mental health with your staff group

• Once you have identified barriers, come up with some
possible solutions to these issues



Sportsman are now overcoming the stigma of mental fitness and
seeking coaching support for getting mentally fitter during tough times





QUESTION:
HOW DO WE MAKE PEOPLE WORK HARDER AND SMARTER?



‘Humans perform everything better when they are
happy, relaxed, motivated, positive and confident’



QUESTION:
HOW COMMON ARE ABSENCES DUE TO MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES OR ADDICTIONS?



NEARLY HALF OF ALL ABSENCES ARE NOW STRESS-RELATED



QUESTION:
WHY IS THE GOVERNMENT TACKLING COMPANIES ABOUT THIS?
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One in 4 people has a common mental disorder or addiction at any
one time and the economic cost is £105 billion
– similar to the entire annual NHS budget.



QUESTION:
WHY SHOULD EMPLOYERS WANT TO HELP STAFF WITH THIS?



Mental health and Addictions and the ageing pension workforce are a huge problem for employers



• Stress is like having a fast car with your foot on the gas but the hand-brake is still on



Activity versus Productivity-The
Processionary caterpillars



QUESTION:
WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT SAYING THAT WORKFORCES SHOULD BE DOING?



EDUCATION AND
AWARENESS

SPOT THE SIGNS PROVIDE SUPPORTUNDERSTAND THE
POTENTIAL
PRESSURES

We always remember the SAFETY of our workers in ‘HEALTH AND SAFETY’.
But we are now getting asked about the HEALTH of our Workers?

There is a shift from treatment to prevention and early intervention.

Supporting Mental wellbeing





QUESTION:
HOW CAN YOU CHANGE THE CULTURE IN YOUR WORKPLACE?



When little changes can trigger a big change



Question:
How do we keep motivated to keep trying to change mental health cultures within the workforce year after year?

Answer:
Think of your staff, like they are the Chinese bamboo Tree

‘YOU WILL NEVER STOP GUYS DRINKING AT LUNCHTIME CULTURE’
WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL WEARING BOOTS AND HATS AND JACKETS MAKE?



QUESTION:
WHAT ARE THE MAIN PIECES OF SAFETY QUIPMENT THAT YOU USE TO HELP
KEEP STAFF PHYSICALLY SAFE?



STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
QUESTION:
You provided risk assessments and hard-hats to protect staff in areas of risk of falling
objects Which could Put excess pressure or force onto the skulls of your employee’s.

But have you provided training & equipment for your staff to be able to have techniques
for protecting the safety of their minds from cracking under stressful pressures?

Stress Hard Hat

Stress Hard Hat Stress Hard Hat













STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
QUESTION:
You have provided risk assessments and safety glasses so that your employees
can use equipment safely and still see what they are doing in areas of visibility risk.

But, Have you provided training for staff to be able to see area’s of visible risk from stress,
which could affect Their safety & provide them with materials to clearly see safer solutions?

STRESS SAFETY GLASSES





EXERCISE : WHO DO YOU THINK IS MOST LIKELY TO EXPERIENCE STRESS AND OVERCOME IT?

1=

2=

3=

4=

5=

6=

7=

Each employee is capable of change , the only difference between them is:
The length of time taken to make it
The no. of Sessions needed,
The dosage of medication required
The level of support & motivation required



TRY AND NOT BE JUDGEMENTAL!



STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
QUESTION:
You provided risk assessments and ear-protection in areas of risk, to protect the safety of
of your employee’s from excess noise pressure.

But have you provided equipment for your staff, to be able to hear safely when they have
too much pressure-noise in their own heads & hear the signs of risk In their colleagues.

Stress ear-plugs



STRESS
-10 Items
-Prioritise (less first)
-Score (1-100)
-Is it Changeable/
Non-changeable?

My Stress Cycle



EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
QUESTION:
You Have provided respiratory equipment for protecting staff from work-environments
Which could be toxic to their breathing, energy levels and Physical health.

But, have you provided staff with materials for protecting them from work-environments
Which could be toxic to their breathing, energy levels and Physical & Mental health.

Toxic environments
protection



Managing stress can help people balance more tasks



EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
QUESTION:
You Have you provided high-vis safety jackets so that staff can be safely seen by
others in areas and times of darkness.

But, have you provided staff with materials for them to able to see the signs and
symptoms of stress In themselves and in others during dark times?

HIGH VISIBILITY
STRESS JACKET
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EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
QUESTION:
You Have provided safety Harness’s so that staff can be safely supported when working
In areas of high vulnerability & are at risk of falling-down and hurting themselves.

But, have you provided staff with support services for them when working in stressful
Areas where they could be vulnerable from falling-down and causing harm to themselves?

Support from
high vulnerability



Our health and happiness, productivity and finances often are
the average of the 7 people we spend most time with.

Question:
Why is the workplace a perfect environment for helping support
people to get mentally and Physically fitter?



‘Stress Solutions’
online Stress risk assessment and

stress awareness training tool
with quiz
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